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I. Introduction

It is generally accepted that competition between firms is the best way to provide for an optimal allocation of resources, impose pressure on costs and stimulate innovation and consumer satisfaction (Gellhorn and Kovacic 1994). It is, however, possible that firms try to eliminate competition by adopting anti-competitive practices. For this reason, the adoption and implementation of competition rules is necessary. By preventing anti-competitive practices, the application of these rules contributes to economic efficiency, as well as to welfare maximisation. Competition rules may also pursue other objectives. This is, for instance, the case in the European Community (EC) where one of the major objectives of competition policy is to contribute to the creation of a single market (Elhermann 1992).

While competition law regimes have for a long period of time only been present in industrialised countries, a large number of emerging economies have now adopted domestic competition rules. This can be explained by a number of factors. First, some emerging economies have enacted competition rules in the framework of free trade agreements (e.g. NAFTA or Mercosur). Second, institutional donors, such as the World Bank or regional development banks, generally encourage emerging economies to adopt competition law regimes and provide assistance to these countries in order to help them establish such regimes. Finally, a number of emerging economies realised that the implementation of fundamental economic reforms, such as the liberalisation of State monopolies, had to be accompanied by the adoption of rules preventing anti-competitive practices (Jenny 2001).

The development of competition policies in countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEECs), in Latin America and in Asia has received considerable academic attention (Cunningham and LaRocca 1996). In contrast, the development of competition law regimes in Northern Africa and in the Middle East has not received comparable
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interest. The main objective of this paper is thus to fill this gap in the literature by examining the state of adoption and implementation of competition rules in the 12 Mediterranean countries (hereafter, the “Euromed countries”) engaged in association agreements with the EC in the framework of the Barcelona Declaration of November 1995. Indeed, these agreements not only contain trade related provisions, but also include competition rules. Moreover, independently of the association agreements, some Euromed countries have decided to adopt domestic competition law regimes.

A related objective of this paper is to discuss why adoption of competition law regimes is important in emerging economies, in particular as a necessary component of the market-opening reforms undertaken by a number of Euromed countries in the area of network industries (telecommunications, postal services, energy, and transport). Competition rules have played a very important role in the liberalisation process in the EC (Geradin 1999). There is every reason to believe that competition rules could play a similarly important role in the Euromed countries that have engaged in the liberalisation of their network industries.

Following this introduction, Part II analyses two issues. The first is the relationship between competition and trade, which are often seen as complementary policies. This issue is of central importance as the association agreements concluded by the EC and the Euromed countries are primarily about promoting free trade, and the insertion of competition rules in these agreements participates to this objective. The second is whether the adoption of competition law regimes is desirable in emerging economies. Part III discusses the importance of adopting a competition regime in support of market-opening reforms in the area of network industries. Part IV analyses the competition rules inserted in the association agreements concluded between the EC and its Euromed partners. Part V reviews the domestic competition regimes that have been adopted by the Euromed countries. Finally, Part VI contains a brief conclusion.

II. Competition, Trade and Emerging Economies

In this Part, we will successively review the relationship between trade and competition policy (A), as well as the relationship between competition and economic development (B).

A. Competition and Trade

For almost half a century, the interface between trade and competition policies has received considerable attention from policy-makers, practitioners, and academics (Wood 1992). The point of connection between these policies is that it is widely believed that free trade among nations does not only require the removal of public barriers to trade (e.g., quotas, custom duties, etc.), but also a series of obstacles originating in private restraints, such as abuse of dominance, import cartels, and vertical restraints (Fox 1997). Competition policy would thus be a necessary complement to trade policy.

The importance of competition policy as a tool to promote market integration has long been understood in the EC (Ehlermann 1992). Promoting the creation of a single market has always been seen as one of the major objectives of EC competition law
(Bellamy and Child 2001). Competition rules have been applied, for instance, to prevent vertical restrictions, which would contribute to dividing markets along national lines. The European Commission is also taking an increasingly tough stance against cartels involving companies from different Member States as such cartels generally have a market partitioning effect (Monti 2002).

More recently, competition rules have been inserted in a series of regional or bilateral trade agreements concluded by the EC, such as the European Economic Area (EEA) or the association agreements concluded by the EC with a variety of third countries. A similar approach can also be found in agreements concluded in other parts of the world. For instance, the Protocol for the Defence of Competition in Mercosur contains an ambitious agenda whereby member countries are called to harmonize their domestic competition laws and institutions are created to prevent anti-competitive behaviours that affect trade among the member countries (Tavares de Araujo and Tineo 1998).

The relationship between trade and competition policies is also a major issue at the WTO level (Tarullo 2000). Since the beginning of the 1990s, the EC has pressed its trading partners for the adoption of a competition law framework in the context of the WTO (Fox 1997). In 1996, the WTO Ministerial Meeting held in Singapore created a Working Group on the Interaction between Trade and Competition Policy. The mission of this Working Group was to “study issues raised by Members relating to the interaction between trade and competition policy, including anti-competitive practices, in order to identify any areas that may merit further consideration in the WTO framework”. This Working Group has produced several reports, which will provide support to further WTO initiatives in the competition field. In this regard, the recent Doha Ministerial Declaration represented another major step as it provided that negotiations over competition will take place after the next WTO Ministerial Meeting, probably in 2003, based on modalities to be decided at the time. It is, of course, too early at this stage to predict whether these negotiations will lead to the adoption of a WTO competition law framework.

B. Competition and Emerging Economies

These last two decades have seen a large number of emerging economies adopting competition law regimes. The development of such regimes in emerging economies remains, however, a controversial matter.

On the one hand, many authors argue that adoption of competition law regimes will be beneficial for emerging economies (Anderson and Holmes 2002). First, it is argued that the existence of a competition policy was a factor contributing to economic development. Michael Porter, for instance, identifies a clear connection “between domestic rivalry and the creation and persistence of competitive advantage in an industry” (Porter 1990). A strong competition policy would thus be essential to the upgrading of an economy. Second, it is argued that developing countries are particularly vulnerable to international cartels involving firms based in the developed world (Levenstein and Suslow 2001). The vulnerability of such countries would be in great part due to their inability to identify and prosecute such practices effectively. It is thus claimed by some that the best way for these countries to protect themselves against such practices is to adopt effective competition law regimes and institutions
(Anderson and Holmes 2002). Third, some authors argue that one of the benefits of creating effective competition law institutions in emerging economies is that such institutions could engage in competition advocacy (Kovacic 1997). For instance, they could promote competition by making the case for removal of regulatory or other restrictions so as to allow entry in certain sectors of the economy, which have been traditionally sheltered from competition. On the other hand, arguments are sometimes raised that emerging economies do not need a competition law framework. These arguments, however, fail to convince.

First, it is sometimes argued that free trade would be by itself sufficient to protect the competitive process. It is certainly true that opening borders contributes to discipline firms, as imported products will compete with the local products. This argument, however, does not take into account the fact that there are non-tradable products and services, the providers of which will not be disciplined by import competition. Moreover, while the removal of State-induced barriers to trade, such as tariffs or quotas, allows entry of foreign competitors, such an entry can be made difficult or sometimes even impossible by anti-competitive measures. As we have seen above, restrictive agreements, such as vertical restraints and cross-border cartels, may have the effect of isolating national markets.

Second, it is also sometimes argued that adoption of competition rules may be counterproductive in small economies. Application of such rules might, for instance, prevent some mergers necessary to help domestic players to gain the size necessary to be competitive on regional or international markets. However, this does not mean that no competition law should be adopted in such countries. It rather means that small economies need a competition policy that takes into account the specific market circumstances of these countries. For instance, Gal argues that “small economies need a specially tailored competition policy, because they face different welfare maximization issues than large ones” (Gal 2001). More specifically, she claims that, given the importance of allowing producers in these countries to realize economies of scale, competition policy should exclusively focus on the promotion of economic efficiency, which should be given primacy over other goals sometimes promoted by competition regimes, such as the dispersion of economic power and the protection of small businesses.

Finally, some observers make the argument that competition policy would be a luxury for rich countries and that developing and transition economies have other, more pressing priorities. It is true that adoption and implementation of a competition policy might not be the most pressing reform for a country that has engaged on the path of a market economy. It does not mean, however, that such a policy would not be useful. As will be seen in the next Part, a sound competition policy generally helps transition economies to ensure that the benefits brought about by the “first generation” of reforms, such as trade liberalization or market-opening reforms, are not being impaired by anti-competitive practices. In this regard, one of the great values of competition policy is that it has an economy-wide effect. It will thus help consolidate reforms not only in one sector, but in all sectors which have been opened to competition.

III. Competition Policy and Network Industries
One sector in which the absence of an effective competition law regime may create considerable difficulties relates to “network industries”. The concept of network industries generally refers to a variety of industries that operate on the basis of a network. These include telecommunications networks and services, postal services, energy and gas, rail and air transport. In all parts of the world, these industries were traditionally dominated by public or private monopolies. In recent years, however, many nations, including some Euromed countries, engaged in major regulatory reforms seeking to promote competition in network industries markets (Newbery 2000). There are a number of reasons why several Euromed countries decided to liberalise network industries.

First, in most Euromed countries, the performance of monopoly undertakings is generally not satisfactory. In the telecommunications sector, teledensity and other relevant indicators remain low in most Euromed countries. For example, in 2000, only 5.03% of the Moroccan population had access to a fixed telephone line (Goldstein 2002). In addition, a large section of the population remains unserved as waiting lists for telephone connections are generally long. Once again, in 2000, in Morocco, 1,275,000 persons or businesses were on a waiting list for a fixed telephone line.

Second, the globalisation of the economy forces companies to be competitive. This is especially true in export-oriented economies like most Euromed countries. In order to remain competitive companies try to lower costs by seeking cheaper inputs. This leads industry associations to call for market-opening reforms in network industries. They expect that competition in these industries will lower prices, especially for industrial users.

Third, liberalisation of network industries may also be triggered by external pressures. A number of Euromed countries, including Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Malta, Tunisia and Turkey, are members of the WTO and, during the last round of multilateral negotiations, committed themselves to progressively open some of their network industries markets to competition. Institutional donors also put pressure on Euromed countries to liberalise these markets as part of a package of structural reforms.

Finally, several Euromed countries have come to realize that regulatory reforms in network industries undertaken in industrialized countries, but also in some emerging economies, could provide many benefits. The liberalization of the telecommunications sector in Chile, for instance, is generally cited as an example of a successful opening of the market (Kerf and Geradin 2000). Prices went down, quality of service improved, and access to telecommunications services largely increased. Inspired by these experiences, technocrats in some Euromed countries convinced their governments to engage into regulatory reforms in network industries (Goldstein 2002).

While there is a solid case for liberalisation, market-opening reforms have often met considerable resistance in Euromed countries. First, incumbents have generally opposed the removal of their monopoly rights. Given their proximity to the government, incumbents have a powerful voice and their arguments against liberalisation will often be taken into consideration. Second, liberalisation is a
complex and time-consuming process and, given the delicate economic situation in which Euromed countries are found, other, more pressing, reforms may be on the agenda of their governments. Third, Euromed governments engaged in privatisation of some of their incumbents might be tempted to delay the liberalisation process in order to obtain a higher sum of money from foreign investors. Fourth, frequent changes of leadership in government and lack of vision for the future of network industries may prove considerable obstacles for ambitious market-opening reforms in these industries.

In spite of these obstacles, a number of Euromed countries have engaged in the liberalisation of network industries. This is a complex process in which a great deal of public intervention is required. Network industries hold certain features that make the creation of competitive markets difficult (e.g., the natural monopoly feature of the network that is owned by the incumbent) (Geradin 1999). The analysis that follows shows that the adoption and implementation of competition rules is an essential component of successful market-opening reforms in network industries. Absence of competition rules could make the arrival of competition difficult and, thus, deprive undertakings and consumers of much of the benefits liberalisation could produce.

It is generally admitted that creating competition in these industries relies on three main pillars. First, governments need to remove the exclusive rights granted to incumbent operators. In most nations, the complete removal of such rights takes several years. Liberalization also tends to progress faster in some industries than in others. Generally, the first sector to be opened to competition is telecommunications, while market-opening reforms in other sectors generally follow several years later. These features can also be found in Euromed countries. First, those Euromed countries that have engaged in liberalization measures have generally done so progressively. For instance, in Egypt, all value-added services (Internet, Mobile, Audio-Text, Data) have been liberalized, while the incumbent will retain its monopoly on fixed telephony lines until December 2005 (Goldstein 2002). Moreover, most liberalization efforts have generally taken place in the telecommunications sector. At present, ten Euromed countries (Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey) are engaged in some form of telecommunications liberalization. By contrast, few market-opening initiatives have so far been taken in other network industries (Andress 2002 and Müller Jentsch 2002).

Second, in all industries partially or totally opened to competition, governments need to adopt a sector-specific regulatory framework, as well as to create specialised regulatory institutions (Kerf and Geradin 1999). One central objective of such a regulatory framework is to prevent incumbents from abusing their market power. During a number of years following liberalisation, incumbent operators will usually retain a high market share, as well as the control of essential infrastructures. It will thus be generally easy for them to leverage their market power in order to prevent entry of new competitors, for instance by cross-subsidising competitive services with services that remain under monopoly control or by refusing access to essential infrastructures. Rules thus need to be adopted to prevent such behaviour, as well as to create a level playing field between incumbents and new entrants. The Euromed countries that have engaged in market-opening reforms have generally adopted sector-specific regulatory frameworks. In the telecommunications sectors, for instance, several Euromed countries have enacted legislation aiming to regulate the provision of
telecommunications services. For instance, in Algeria, Law N°2000-03 regulates a range of issues such as licensing, the allocation of radio-electric spectrum, as well as the regime of penalties applicable to operators that violate the law. In addition, all the Euromed countries that have engaged in telecommunications liberalisation have created regulatory institutions.

Finally, market-opening reforms in network industries require that competition rules be applied to such sectors (Larouche 2000). Even in industries where sector-specific rules have been adopted, competition rules remain essential for a number of reasons. First, competition rules are needed – and indeed best suited – to deal with a range of economic regulation issues that are not addressed by the sector-specific rules described above. Mergers are a key example. Market-opening reforms in network industries trigger a number of mergers that may lead in turn to excessive market consolidation. Merger control procedures thus need to be established and used to prevent those mergers that would restrain competition. Second, competition rules may have a residual role and fill gaps that might exist in sector-specific regulatory regimes. For instance, when interconnection rules are insufficiently clear, competition rules preventing abuses of a dominant position can be relied upon by new entrants to obtain access to essential infrastructures. Finally, competition rules may be used to impose structural remedies when appropriate sector-specific rules appear to be lacking on this topic. For instance, the break-up of AT&T in the early 1980s, which was imposed more than a decade before the liberalisation of all segments of the US telecommunications market, constitutes a well-known example of reliance on competition rules to implement structural remedies in the US telecommunications market (Brennan 1987).

For these reasons, the failure to establish effective competition law regimes may be an obstacle to regulatory reforms in network industries in Euromed countries. In the absence of such regimes, there is a serious risk that liberalisation efforts may not lead to competitive network industries markets, but instead to markets that remain dominated by incumbent operators or that are fraught with anti-competitive practices. As indicated above, this could in turn deprive consumers and undertakings from the benefits, in terms of lower prices, better quality of service, and greater innovation that could be brought by liberalisation. More generally, the whole economy will suffer as network industries provide essential services for a large number of undertakings.

IV. Rules of Competition in the Association Agreements

In this Part, we analyse the competition rules that are found in the association agreements concluded between the EC and the Euromed countries. We explore the reasons that have led to the adoption of such rules, as well as the content of such rules. (A). We also analyse the effectiveness, which, as we will see, is limited (B).

A. The insertion of competition rules in the Agreements concluded with the Euromed Countries

The insertion of competition rules in the agreements concluded between the EC and the Euromed countries is a recent phenomenon. It was initiated, on the one hand, with the launching of the accession process with the “eligible” candidates of the Euro-
Mediterranean area (Cyprus, Malta and Turkey) and, on the other hand, with the opening of negotiations on a new generation of agreements (the “Euromed Agreements”) with the other countries engaged in the Barcelona Process. Three main reasons explain this evolution.

A first reason is related to the impact of the discussions engaged in the WTO framework, as well as in other multilateral forums. For the past ten years, competition issues have been increasingly discussed at the international level. The exportation, by the EC, of its competition rules in regional trade agreements could help achieve a strategic result. The creation of a web of countries sharing the same competition law principles as the EC could give the latter a stronger negotiation position in the future WTO discussions over competition rules (Holmes 2002). A second reason lies in the accession process and the association agreements previously concluded with the CEECs. These agreements (the “Europe Agreements”) already provided for competition rules similar to those of the EC Treaty. The replication of such rules in the Euromed Agreements shows a form of spill over effect of the Europe Agreements. It may also be explained by the willingness of the EC institutions to achieve a certain degree of standardization of the competition provisions of their external association agreements (Idot 2002). Finally, this evolution takes place within a process of increasing economic integration between the EC and the Euromed countries. The first generation agreements have efficiently dismantled most tariff and non-tariff barriers and have allowed increased market-access to foreign operators. Market access could, however, still be impeded by anticompetitive behaviours from private operators (Fox 1997&1999). In order to eliminate potential obstacles to trade generated by anticompetitive practices, competition rules were enacted so as to complement the classic trade provisions.

The competition rules contained in the association agreements are similar to the rules which can be found in the EC Treaty. These provisions declare incompatible all (i) restrictive agreements between undertakings, (ii) abuses of a dominant position by one or more undertakings, and, for some countries only, (iii) State aids that distort, restrict or prevent competition. These provisions are only applicable in situations where trade between the EC and the partner countries is hampered. The agreements entrust the Council of Association with the duty to adopt implementation measures of these provisions. What these measures should be is not very clear, as no examples of such measures are available (no agreements have so far been implemented).

B. The Limited Effectiveness of the Competition Rules of the Association Agreements

The effectiveness of the competition provisions of the association agreements is very limited. This can be explained by two reasons. First, the implementation mechanisms instituted by the agreements are not efficient (1). Second, the degree of protection granted to individuals in the absence of implementation is poor (2).

1. The Limited Efficiency of the Implementation Mechanisms

Two elements play as limits to the implementation mechanism of the competition provisions. First, the time limits provided by the agreements for the adoption of implementation measures are not binding. This generates considerable delays in the
implementation of the competition law provisions, thereby depriving them of any real
effect in the short and middle term. As indicated above, none of the Association
Agreements have so far benefited from implementation measures in the field of
competition.

Second, the existence of a safeguard mechanism tends to limit the effectiveness of the
competition provisions of the Agreements. The parties are left free to mitigate their
conventional obligations with respect to competition rules and to exclude such rules to
the benefit of their national laws. The hypothesis envisaged in the agreements is that
of a practice that is incompatible with the competition provisions. If either Party
considers (i) that the rules which are deemed to apply to it are not adequate, or (ii) that
in the absence of such rules, its national interests or the interest of national
undertakings are affected, it is entitled to unilaterally adopt a measure of coercion. In
such instances, the Parties must seek an agreement within the Committee of
Association. This organ is granted the power to adopt consultative opinions for such
matters. The inherent limit to this procedure is that the Committee has a mere
advisory function and the parties are not bound by its opinions (Hoekman 1998). This
provision is thus likely to alter the cooperation mechanisms as regards competition
law. Any Party which considers that its interests are being frustrated in any way, may
feel free to take any appropriate measures at their discretion such as, for example, in
the field of State aids, countervailing duties, etc. Since the definition of the interests
and the appropriateness of a measure are left to the Parties to determine, it opens the
way for a recalcitrant application of the agreements by a Party.

2. The Degree of Protection enjoyed by Individuals

As seen above, none of the existing Euromed Agreements have so far been completed
by measures of implementation. It is generally considered that, in the absence of such
measures, the competition rules of the agreements are not applicable. It is, however,
subject to question whether alternative mechanisms could be used to offer a certain
degree of protection to individuals that are victims of anti-competitive behaviour.
Two approaches can be explored.

A first approach is to determine whether the competition provisions included in the
association agreements could legally enjoy a “direct effect”. In short, this concept
consists in the possibility for individuals to invoke these provisions before national
courts. The existence of a direct effect can legitimately be raised in the context of the
Euromed Agreements. Indeed, those agreements replicate the competition rules of the
EC Treaty, which enjoy direct effect within the EC legal order. Similarly worded
norms contained in an international agreement could therefore be considered directly
effective, even in the absence of implementation measures.

Two elements seem, however, to exclude this possibility. First, as suggested by
several authors, no rule comparable to Protocol 35 of the EEE Agreement explicitly
provides that the competition rules shall be “directly applicable” (Bourgeois 1993). Second,
as seen above, since the implementation measures make the competition rules
applicable, it must be logically presumed that until such measures are adopted, the
provisions of the agreements are not effective. The degree of protection enjoyed by
individuals on the basis of the association agreements is therefore extremely limited,
at least until the agreement is implemented.
A second approach is to explore whether in the absence of implementation measures and of direct effect, individuals could directly rely on the provisions of the EC Treaty to have anti-competitive practices carried out in the EC or in Euromed countries sanctioned. The relevant criterion here is to determine whether the practices in question have an impact within the EC (see the *Woodpulp* case). This mechanism, however, protects only individuals located within the EC. By contrast, the economic agents of the associated countries might have to rely on national rules of competition in order to be protected. As will be seen below, the effectiveness of such rules is, at least in some States, rather limited. For this reason, there is an asymmetric protection of individuals between the EC and the partner countries, irrespective of the existence of conventional competition rules.

V. Domestic Competition Regimes in the Euromed Countries

In the preceding Part, we have seen that the competition rules contained in the association agreements have only a limited scope as they are designed to prevent anti-competitive practices affecting trade between the EC and the Euromed countries (and thus offer no protection to practices that have only a local effect). Moreover, in absence of implementation measures, we have seen that their practical effect is limited. In this Part, we examine whether independently of the obligations imposed in the association agreements, Euromed countries have adopted domestic competition law regimes.

Among the partner countries, a distinction should be made between five categories of countries. The first category consists of the three countries engaged in the accession process (Cyprus, Malta and Turkey) which are accordingly submitted to three main obligations in the field of competition policy (Monti 2001). These countries must (i) show that the necessary legal framework for both antitrust and State aid has been created, (ii) make sure that an efficient administrative capacity be in place to apply the competition rules and (iii), show a concrete State aid and antitrust enforcement record. These countries have thus enacted EC-compatible competition regimes or are currently engaged in such a process. The second category is composed of Israel, which has had a very modern set of competition rules since 1988. The Israeli legislation ensures a high level of protection to economic operators and is built on a model that is conceptually more similar to the US Sherman Act and the former UK competition regime. The third category includes the Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia), which have adopted national legislations similar to the French Ordinance of 1 December 1986. A fourth group of States is composed of countries that have just adopted or are in the process of adopting domestic competition legislation. This is the case of Jordan, Egypt and Lebanon. Finally, a last group is composed of the countries that have not yet adopted domestic competition laws and that do not seem to be interested in such matters.

We will successively review the content (A) and the implementation (B) of the competition regimes established by the three first categories of countries. It is indeed impossible to provide an assessment of the Jordanian, Lebanese and Egyptian laws as they have either not been adopted or not yet been implemented.
A. Content of the Domestic Competition Laws

As far as the first category of countries is concerned, the candidate countries have made significant achievements in the field of domestic competition law. Pursuant to the duty to implement the Acquis Communautaire in the field of competition policy, these countries have transposed the EC primary and secondary competition legislation (regulations, directives, notices, etc.) at the domestic level. In addition, these countries have set up credible institutions. In this respect, the “stick and carrot” method pursuant to which the candidate countries will not enter the EC unless they show satisfactory results has proven efficient in the field of competition policy.

Nevertheless, the candidate countries face a variety of recurrent problems, including the fact that: (i) the Commission considers their enforcement policies are too weak (Cyprus and Malta), (ii) some sectors are often exempted from the application of State aid rules (Malta and Turkey); and public undertakings remain out of the scope of the antitrust domestic legislation (Turkey). Because of these problems, the Commission has recently taken the view that, to the exception of Cyprus, the accession negotiations over the competition Chapter could not yet be closed.

The second category, i.e., Israel has adopted a somewhat different domestic competition regime. While the Israeli Law on the Restrictive Trade Practices sets up a modern competition regime, the terminology used largely differs from that used by EC competition law. In this respect, the Israeli Law is closer to the former UK antitrust regime and the US antitrust law.

At the substantive level, the Israeli Law apprehends three types of practices. First, it prohibits all restrictive agreements. These agreements have to be notified to the “Court for Trade Restrictions” and to the Director of the authority. An exemption can be granted if the agreement enters the list of legal exceptions relating to “public good”, or if the agreement does not have a significant effect on competition according to a decision of the Director of the authority. Second, the Israeli Law imposes a series of obligations as regards monopolies. The monopoly and the monopolist are placed under a quasi-monitoring regime. Thus, every 6 months, the Director must provide a list of all the monopolists to a parliamentary committee. In addition, monopolists shall not behave so as “to reduce” competition or “harm the public”. An indicative list provides instances of abuse. Moreover, even when no case of abuse has been identified, the Court can regulate the monopoly if, as the result of its existence, the public is being harmed. The Court can thus deliver instructions to monopolists and, under exceptional circumstances, can order measures of de-monopolization, upon request of the Director. Finally, mergers between companies are submitted to preliminary authorisation. The Director of the authority can prohibit those operations that significantly harm competition or the “public”. The latter can also deliver unconditional decisions, conditional decisions (including corrective measures), or opposition decisions.

The institutional provisions of the Israeli Law establish a hierarchical, independent and specialised organization. A “Court for Trade Restrictions” is entrusted with a wide range of powers to address anticompetitive practices (injunctions, provisional measures, etc). Its decisions can be challenged before the Supreme Court of Israel. A competition authority known as the “Trade Restrictions Authority” is also established
by the Israeli Law and enjoys important powers. It is placed under the responsibility of a Director named by the Government.

The third category of countries (The Maghreb Countries) has largely inspired from the French competition regime. Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia have all adopted domestic competition laws that are modelled on the French Ordinance of 1st December 1986.

At the substantive level, the competition laws of the Maghreb countries prohibit, on the one hand, all agreements, concerted practices and collusions that may have for object or effect to prevent or restrict free competition and, on the other hand, all abuses of a dominant position. All three prohibitions are complemented by an exemption mechanism according to which the two-abovementioned kinds of practices can be authorized when they ensure a certain technical or economic progress. The assessment of such progress is made in accordance with the principle of the “bilan économique” known in French competition law, as well as in EC competition law. Lastly, the mergers between undertakings are submitted to an authorization procedure. The assessment criterion of such operations is the creation or strengthening of a dominant position as understood under EC competition law. In all three countries, public authorities are entitled to control the prices of certain products. The implementation of such price controls is strictly limited as it is only authorized either when competition does not exist for structural reasons or in the event of significant economic disturbances (e.g. natural disasters or exceptional circumstances).

At the institutional level, the three Maghreb countries instituted a competition authority known as the “Competition Council” that has presumably been modelled on the authority instituted by the French Ordinance of 1986. In Algeria and Tunisia, these authorities are given a wide range of functions (i.e. carrying out studies, drafting regulatory proposals, and engaging in cooperation with other authorities) and enjoy decision, injunction and sanction powers. By contrast in Morocco the Competition Council does not enjoy a real decision-making power and the Prime Minister is the only authority qualified to rule on anticompetitive practices. In addition, the filing of complaints before the Competition Council is not satisfactory. Indeed, only the administration is qualified to seize the Council, after having decided on the opportunity to further support the complaint of an operator. The control of competition is thus primarily political and doubts can be raised regarding its neutrality.

It thus appears that the competition laws adopted in the three categories of countries examined above are of a reasonable quality. They prevent the type of anti-competitive conducts, which are generally found in modern competition legislation, and contain institutional provisions establishing competition law authorities.

As one of the key elements of a competition law regime lies in its implementation and enforcement the next Part analyses the way in which these laws have been implemented and enforced in practice.

B. Implementation and Enforcement of the Domestic Competition Laws

Evaluating the quality of implementation and enforcement in the Euromed countries is no easy task, as the decisions adopted by their competition authorities are generally
not published, and many of these authorities are not bound to produce annual reports accessible to the public. The analysis that follows is thus based on the data we managed to gather from Commission reports and from the specialised literature.

In the candidate countries, the enforcement of domestic competition laws seems satisfactory. This may be explained by the stringent obligations resulting from the accession procedure. Indeed, the candidate countries must not only transpose the EC framework, but also prove a credible enforcement record in the field of antitrust and State aids (Monti 2001). Thus, the candidate countries have, for the past five years, made increasing progress in the field of enforcement of their domestic competition regimes. In this respect, the latest evaluation reports of the European Commission witness encouraging results. It is for instance reported that, during the year 2000, the Turkish Competition Authority adopted 262 decisions relating to anticompetitive agreements and abuses of a dominant position, 101 decisions relating to mergers and acquisitions, and 23 decisions granting exemptions or negative clearances (Mumcu and Zengibonuz 2002). Beyond these figures what is important is that the Turkish Competition Authority has decided some high profile cases, including cases in the area of network industries (OECD 2001).

The situation may similarly be considered satisfactory for Israel. The 2001 annual report of the Israel competition authority shows a relatively high degree of enforcement activity. It is for instance reported that the authority reviewed 160 notifications of mergers operations. In addition, the competent courts have also ruled on an important number of dealing with anti-competitive conducts, including cartels and abuses of a dominant position.

By contrast, competition law enforcement in the Maghreb countries is inadequate. While two years after the adoption of the competition law, the Moroccan competition authority is not yet operative, the Tunisian and Algerian authorities that have been in place for several years have had a limited output. For instance, it has been reported that during the period of six years that followed its creation (from mid-1991 to mid-1997) the Tunisian Competition Council issued only three decisions, two of which were rejecting complaints and one condemning an abuse of a dominant position (El Hédi Lahouel 2000). During this period, it also delivered opinions on five occasions on projects of legislation addressed to it for consultation by the Minister of Commerce. The Algerian competition authority has been in existence since 1995. Since its creation, it has issued 6 decisions, all concerning alleged abuses of dominant position. These decisions led to injunctions and, in certain instances, to the condemnation to pecuniary penalties.

The low level of enforcement achieved in these countries could be explained by the deterrent effect of the domestic competition laws produced on economic operators. We believe, however, that this is not the case here. A competition law regime may only have a deterrent effect on operators provided certain conditions are met, such as the presence of severe sanctions in the competition laws, the adoption of several high profile decisions showing that the competition are serious about their enforcement mission, etc. As far as the Maghreb countries are concerned, none of these conditions are met.

It is more reasonable to consider that other factors explain the low enforcement
performance of these authorities. As has been shown by Kovacic, the reasons explaining the weakness of enforcement of competition policy in emerging economies are multiple: insufficient powers of the controlling authorities, insufficient resources, limited substantive expertise, frail academic infrastructure, weak professional associations and consumers groups, insufficiently trained judiciary, opposition to the economic reforms and weak access to competition-related business data (Kovacic 1997). These elements may easily be transposed to the Maghreb countries, where institutional capacity in the field of competition is limited.

These elements should into account when providing technical assistance to the partner countries. Without taking these elements into account, it is probable that the enforcement of competition rules will remain insufficient.

VI. Conclusion

Competition policy is an increasingly important issue in the Euromed countries. As we have seen, the association agreements concluded between the EC and these countries contain competition law provisions. In addition, several Euromed countries have adopted domestic competition laws. While the adoption of competition rules at the regional and domestic levels should be welcomed, our analysis suggests that these provisions have very limited practical impact. As far as the Euromed Agreements are concerned, this is largely due to the fact that the associated countries have so far failed to adopt implementation measures, thereby depriving the competition provisions of the association agreements of any effect. As far as the domestic level is concerned, the lack of effectiveness of the competition rules can be explained by the weaknesses of the enforcing authorities. These authorities are generally inexperienced and suffer from insufficient expertise in competition matters. The economic operators of such countries are also not aware of the benefits that they could gain from invoking efficiently such provisions. The absence of an effective competition policy in the Euromed countries may result in harmful consequences for both consumers and undertakings that remain insufficiently protected against anti-competitive practices. Furthermore, as explained above, the absence of effective competition policies may also result in particular difficulties in the network industries sector. Indeed, the adoption and implementation of a competition policy is an essential component of the market opening that has been carried out in several Euromed countries. If such competition rules were to remain absent or ineffective, the potential benefits that could result from liberalisation, in terms of lower prices, as well as increased quality and innovation, would largely be neutralised.
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### Annex I

**Summary Table of the Domestic Competition Laws of the Euromed Countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Material scope of application equivalent to EC competition law <em>(i)</em></th>
<th>State aid control mechanism</th>
<th>Applicability to all economic activities <em>(ii)</em></th>
<th>Objectives of the competition law regime broader than maintaining a competitive market structure <em>(iii)</em></th>
<th>Independent institutions / authorities <em>(iv)</em></th>
<th>Effective institutions / authorities <em>(v)</em></th>
<th>Alignment on EC competition law <em>(vi)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(...)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(i)* The question covered here is whether the domestic competition law covers all the prohibitions contained in EC competition law (Article 81, Article 82, EC Merger Regulation).

*(ii)* The question covered here is whether some economic activities or some undertakings are explicitly exempted from the application of the competition law. Public undertakings will not be considered as exempted when entrusted with a service of general economic interest as provided by Article 86(2) of the EC Treaty.

*(iii)* The question covered here is whether the competition laws that have been analysed above protect interests others (consumer information, price transparency, etc.) than the protection of a competitive market structure.

*(iv)* The question covered here is whether the competition authority enjoys a real decision-making power or is submitted to a political control when taking a decision.

*(v)* The elements taken into account are the following: number of decisions adopted, type of decisions adopted, average period for review, number of actions brought before the authority, etc.

*(vi)* It is here made reference to the three criteria formulated by the European Competition Commissioner, Mario Monti.

*(…) In the absence of sufficiently detailed data, the corresponding entries have been left unanswered.*